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I see a Plan loaded with peril from start to finish.  Over run with excuses and denial, In the end we loose,
we being the whole community of Haines.
The transportation, loading and unloading of large quantities of Toxic Material, material that is crushed
and mixed with various and unknown chemicals to create smaller amounts of Highly concentrated
minerals and metals for transport.

Transport in the the most safe sealed state of the art containers and never opened until unload..
Even with the most modern technology, accidents and spills happen, we all know this. 

Yes corporate mining says, '' Our state of the art sealed containers minimizes the potential for spills
during transport and if there was a spill we have great contingencies if this happens and ounce cleaned
up, will have no or little significant effect '', they say,        '' We will do every thing to minimize impact on
your community, we believe and are confidant  that this will not present a major environmental risk ''

  If Yukon Corporate Mining Companies get there way with this transport corridor from Mine to Market
transporting toxic material through our pristine habitats and wildlife preserves, will destroy our way of life
and disrupt wildlife here in Haines forever. .

Then to be able to unload near our waters. One of two head waters of the most important salmon
producing rivers in our region. 

Must I remind every one of the fierce winds at a moments notice, waves, extreme tides, that our water
fronts can experience?
 Wind, waves and Large amounts of Toxic material will not fair well for our community.. 

Copper is Highly toxic to salmon in very little amounts and Hooligan are much more sensitive. We live in a
pristine environment that supports all 5 pacific salmon, what an incredible risk to be taking.

To risk our wild life and protected eagles in the preserve using  our one and only highway, the very
highway that bring people here to see our beautiful landscape and wild life.

Yukon mine companies that feel the risk is worth it  and have acceptable measured amounts of risk is too
much risk for me...
We all live in this beautiful place and should never take that risk with what we know can and might
happen.
Please do not go forward with phase 3.
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